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£POA
SPREAD-A-BALE

Providing livestock farmers with a
unique solution to one of the most

laborious tasks – spreading bedding
straw.

Spreads both round and rectangular bales
• Requires only one tractor or materials handler

• Very quick, simple to attach and detach
• Truly self-loading from the stack

• Effortless spreading – one bale distributed in
less than 45 seconds

• Very low maintenance and running costs
• Requires only 55 litres/minute oil flow

• Low machine depreciation and high resale
value

• Lower straw usage means less manure
and subsequent handling costs

• Quick attach brackets specifically designed
to suit any make or model, new or old

Spread-a-Bale was designed, developed and patented
by dairy farmer, Michael Hughes whose prime objectives

were to save straw, save time and save money.
Two decades on and he heads up the British based

company which has evolved to become globally
synonymous with high quality machines for the

agricultural and recycling markets.
Spread-a-Bale’s M range of models and extras are

assembled in the company’s own production facility under
strict quality control. Furthermore, Spread-a-Bale is aware

of the changing marketplace and responding with new
options designed in-house by its own team of industry

experts.
Spread-a-Bale machines have three things in common:
they are built for reliability, durability and endurance with

demanding applications. Whilst they continue to meet
with Michael Hughes’ original objectives - to save straw,
save time and save money, they also offer a sustainable

solution to all modern livestock farming businesses.
MAKING YOUR STRAW

GO FURTHER WITH MINIMAL DUST

Call us for further details of which model will suit your enterprise.
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